Dimanche 22 Novembre 2015

À PREZIDAN E MANM TONEZAY KEKIRI NASYON-MI
OBJE: DEMOND JISTIS AK REPARASYON

PREZIDAN

SE AK YON KE EM PETITE CHAGREN MAPI KI JULY XA E PAIWA KÓNEN YON LOF JWA YON TOUT OTORITE OUI RESPEKTE DWA YON MOUN

MWEN RELE REYNOLD ESTIMATE MAP VIU NON KOMINITÉ MASEY HEN SÉKAYON KI PETITE MIABLE SE NAN ANE 2010 MWACHOT SE PAN Don MWEN TE NON JADEN AP SÉKÈ KONN YON VANT FE MAL PJANON, EPI ELEIYE KONLASE SE KONSA MWEN PAKE TE ANYEN AN KÔ, E MWEN TE JWAN CHENERAL KAPITAL, KI ëPA MWAN TE MANDE MINISTA POU LIDÈ DÉDÒ MAJEMON AK REPARASYON, EPI JISTIS PAIRE SE YO MENN KI POTE KOLETA HALTA BA NOUT, MWEN AOUTE KOLETA A KITE SOULAY, SANTITE MAL, HUVON NON KO N, PISTRE SE MANDE MINISTA KI LA GE MOLODI NAO N AO MEY LA MA福特 MAJEMON AK JISTIS.

MWEN RELE KWE TE OTORITE YO APRESON AK DEMOND MWEN AN.

MÉS,

REYNOLD ESTIMATE

RE
To: President and members of the Security Council of the United Nations  
Object: Demand of justice and reparation

President,

It is with a heart full of sadness that I am writing this letter to let the authorities know that they have to respect the right of a human being.

My name is Raynold Estimat; I live in the community of Masey, 4th section Kret Brile in Mirebalais. In October 2010, I was working in my sugar cane garden when I suddenly got a terrible stomachache and diarrhea; I wasn't able to work anymore so I went to the hospital. I am asking Minustah for compensation, justice and reparation because they are the ones who brought the disease to us in Haiti. The illness left me with cramps all over my body.

I do believe that the authorities will respond to my demand.

Thank You,

Raynold Estimat

CC: Ban Ki Moon, General Secretary of the UN  
Evans Paul, Prime Minister of the Republic of Haiti